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Analytical Study of Twin-Jet Shielding
I, SUMMARY
This report summarizes the developmfket of the analytical model of
twin—jet shielding. The models consist of a point noise source
impinging on a cylinder of heated flow in whichthe temperature and
flow velocity are uniform across the cross—section.
In the formulation of the model, the wave equations are written
for the regions outside the flow and wiEhin the flow cylinder. The
solutions to the wave equations are matched at the jet boundary under
the conditions of continuity of pressure and continuity of the vortex
sheet. The solution reduces to an indefinite integral involving
Bessel functions. The integral is solved approximately using a saddle
point method.
The resulting model is analysed in order to identify the
mechanisms of transmission and diffraction which control shielding in
the shadow of the shielding jet. The impact that variations in jet
operating parameters has on shielding is investigated. It is found
that in the zone of the shadow region in which transmission dominates,
shielding is relatively insensitive to variations of such parameters
as Mach Number and spacing ratio.
In the zone in which diffraction dominates, shielding is more
sensitive to variations in Mach Number., jet temperature and spacing
ratio.
The basic model is modified in order to represent more accurately
both the noise emission of a jet noise sou5;ce and the widening of the
shielding jet.
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The modified noise source model is developed in order that the
 sound level due to the jet noise at a far field receiver can be
estimated. The model consists of * point noise source with a
direct,vity function super—imposE:d. The function simulates both the
spatial and frequency dependent c;iaracteristics of the jet.
The shielding jet model consists of two parts; the jet widening
A and the decreasing velocity downstream of the jet exit.
	 The jet is
assumed to spread linearly, with a Mach Number dependent widening.
Corresponding to the widening is a decrease in flow velocity from
which an equivalent slug flow velocity is approximated.	 The shielding ;y
analysis with the modified jet is found to improve the estimated a
shielding of a point noise source in the far downstream region of the
^' jet. t
ii
The model is compared to experimental data for jet—by—jet
shielding.	 The influence of the shielding jet as a secondary noise
Cc's;
ri
source is characterized by estimating the reflection of the shielding
jet noise, by the source jet. 	 While other sound rays reach the
receiver after multiple reflections between the jets, this first
reflection is the only one considered in simulating the jet—by—jet
X.
'.shielding.	 The comparisons to experiment shows generally favorable
a
agreement in the far downstream region, except that the estimated
y' -• attenuations shows more oscillatory behavior than the measured. 	 In
e1	
P
^
^lthe near downstream regions, the model shows trends characteristic of 1'.
the transmission dominant zone, while the experiment is much smoother.,	 I
P` :	 •	 9
This indicates that the higher order reflections of sound between the
	 3
jets are more significant in the near downstream region.
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discrete frequency point source, which impinges on a cylinder of
3
0
II. INTRODUCTION
One of the drawbacks of the growing dependence on air travel is
the increased impact of aircraft noise, Assessment and reduction of
this impact requires identification of aircraft generated noise
levels. To this end, the Noise Technology Branch of NASA/Aircraft
Noise Reduction Division is developing and refining an aircraft noise
prediction computer program. Noise estimation includes consideration
not only of noire sources on the aircraft, but also of the propagation
path between source and receiver. One of the numerous factors
affecting the noise transmission path is shielding of one jet by
another. The shielding jet, because of the high temperature and flow
speed with respect to the immediate surroundings, acts as a partial
barrier between the source and the receiver. The resultant noise
reduction not only affects the overall aircraft noise level, but also
indicates the possibility of jet engine installation as a means of
aircraft noise control.
It is the purpose of this project to develop an analytical method
to estimate the shielding of one jet by an adjacent jet in a twin jet
configuration.
The problem of reflection and transmission of sound by a moving
medium has been addressed assuming a plt,rie wave incident on a plane
interface (1,2,3,4). Ray tracing techniques have been applied to
two-dimensional jets (5) and cold jets (6).
In this study, the three-dimensional case is considered. The
model developed consists of the sound field emitted from a stationary,
r
a
M
^4.
locally parallel flow. Too temperature and velocity profiles are
uniform in the jet at any location down stream of the nozzle.
The wave equations are written for the acoustic velocity
potential in the region outside the jet and in the region within the
E
jet. The equations incorporate the convective effect due to local
mean flow. The velocity potentials in the two regions are matched at
the flow boundary by the conditions of pressure conti guity and
continuity of the vortex sheet.
The solution for the acoustic pressure in the far field, which is
4
derived from the velocity potential, is normalized by the incident
acoustic pressure. This incident sound pressure is the soun^ pressure
at the Fame location in the far field in the absence of the jet. This
normalized sound pressure is related to the directivity.
The model is used to evaluate the effect oft the far field noise
^)	 l
radiation due to variations of such operating parameters as shielding
jet flow speed and temperature, and the spacing between the source and
the shielding , et.
Comparison of the ijodel to experimental jet shielding data has
necessitated modifications to improve the accuracy of the estimated
sound level at the far-field receiver location. These modifications 	 b
include a jet noise source model which simulates the noise emission of
a real jet, and incorporation of jet widening in the shielding jet.
C
III.	 MODEL DEVELOPMENT
1.	 Formulation of the Model
The mechanisms by which shielding occurs are reflection and
refraction of sound at the boundary between the jet and the
surrounding air and by diffraction around the jet.
The noise source is modelled by a stationary, discret frequency
f point source located at (r0).o).	 The shielding jet is a cylinder00
of radius a, and is infinite in extent along the z-axis.
	 The
temperature and flow velocity are uniform across the cylinder cross-
section.	 The model is illustrated in Figure 1.
	 The expression for
acoustic velocity potential is written for two regions; region I is
outside the jet, region II is within the jet.
In region 1 (outside the flow-incident upon the shielding jet)
t
^.
1
Ott 
= Qoe
-iwt 6(r-ro) 6(6-6 o) S W 	 La)
o
In region I (outside the flow-reflected from the shielding jet)
1
Ott - °	 lb)
c2r o
In region II (inside the flow)
.,p2 , _ 
M2 zz	 cMzt -	 O tt .	 0	 2)_2
Where:
(r
0	 0
, g , o) - location of point source
(r, 8, z) - location of the receiver
W	 - source frequency
Q0 - source strength
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c	 — sound speed
M	 — mach number — (jet flow speed/c )
I	 1
r x ^r*r2^ee,^zz
Note: The subscript o refers to conditions outside the flow
(ambient), 1 refers to conditions within the heated jet,
The boundary conditions at the interface between the ambient air
and the jet are:
1) Pressure continuity
(P) o 	 (P)1	 at r = a
or—
-Po ($O o = -P 1 ($t + V^d l	 at r =	 a)
2) Continuity of the vortex sheet (1,2). This condition states that
the displacement of the medium is continuous and symmetrical at the
boundary; r = a. Denoting this displacement by n = (z,t), then:
Dn 
0 
=	 Dn I	 at r ---a
Dt 
	 1 .
or-
(nt) o = (nt + Vn z)1, at r = a	 q)
Time is eliminated from equations 1 and 2 by assuming:
^(r, 6. z , t) _ .y(r, 6, z)e-iwt
The problem is reduced to a two—dimensional formulation by the
Fourier transform:	 .Q,
1	 -ik z
N 	 ^e z dz
z,r -0,
with corresponding inverse:
Solution of the transformed equations, inclusion, of the boundary
conditions and inverse transformations yields the equation for the
6
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C
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t
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acoustic velocity potential in the far field ((r.>a):
-iwt	 ;0o00	 ik (Z)
r= - 
Qoe	
7. em cos m(e -e of Hm (Kor) Fm (KO ,Kl) e z dk,r	 z	 5)a M=O
where:
_ Hm(Koro) LJm(K^,a) Jm(Koa) - TJm (Koa) Jm(Kia) a
m(K° ,Kl) - Jm( or)	 ' THm (Koa)Jm(K a) - J
z	 m(Kia)Hm(Koa) ]
ko' co pokl
T -
ki2 cz2 piKo
'E
ko* - w/co
kl - ( w - Mkz)
t
	
Y,,,= [ko _ kz	 '
KIT_ (k - k^] ^^
2.	 Solution of the Model
An approximate solution of the integral in equation 5 is obtained 	 r
using the Method of Stationary Phase (7). By this method, the
solution of the integral x , of the form:
400	 z
Iz =
J 
g(a)e iz(h(a)) da 	 as z	 6)
is:	 Y	 i
'^	
u	
t
I z	 I^ ► r	 cc; (a ej.(z(h(ap))	 Tr /4)	 7)
z jh	 (ao )I	 w'.
where:
1) solves h' (a) = o
2) the sign in the exponential term goes as the sign of V (t o )	 '' 
9
•4ry
T,a order to solve equation 5 in the manner prescribed by equation
6, the following transformations are made.
	 x
Let:	 7kZ 2
o
7
. _.: mss* =-	 ..._	 ..,..-....:.....,................,	 ..	 .	 _~_._	 .d._
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1 -a2
2) k1 	- w:
1	
mkz
	- ka r 
Co - 
AZ 1-az
..	 c	 `c
 1
3) No	 [ koa - kz 2]'	 k 0
4) K1	 C k12 - kZ2 ]h = ko ( 0 - D1 Y-j'-aZ) 2 - 1 + a2C C 1
x
{
t
k	 ^
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the integral in equation 5:
ik^ z
I	 e 	 (kor) FM (k01 k 1)	 dkz
-0
becomes:	
+00
ik0z a_aa
kof^ 
1e 
72-
fim(kora) Fm(a) da	 8)
X00
In the acoustic far field, r>al. Assuming that kz « k , the argument
o
of the 11ankel function becomes large:
XOra>> 1
and the Hankel function is approximated by:
	
ti	 -----, i (kora - z (m + ^) )
	
HM (k0ra) ti	 2	 e	
9)
7r kora
from figure 1, it is seen that:
r= R cos a and z= R sin S
where:
R = distance from origin of the coordinate system to the receiver
t-1J117tlz ik R OF POOR QUALITI
R
	
R e	 e ° Fm(cos s)	 12)
From which the expression for the far field acoustic velocity
F{ potential is evaluated;
	
"	 QO	 ^,	
-imTr	 ikOR
	
F,	 -- ---------	 em cos m (e - e o ) a ` 
2	 e	 Fm (cos s)	 13)
4n R M=O
tp
d^
Where: s
Fm(cos s) = Jm (karo cos) -
	
j	 HM(koro cos 6) 
CpiCl2 
T 1 2 Cos s Jm (koa T2) Jm (koa Cos ^)
-p 0 00 2 T 2 Jm (koa cos s) Jm (koa T2)
	
Cp1C12 T12 cos s Jrn (koa T2) H' (koa cos S) - p oco 2 T2 Nm (koa cos s) JM (koa. T2 )	 14)
f
^r
where;	 C
T1 - C° - Msin a
t
T	 ^	 - M	 B) 2_	 '^	
4
	
..	 2	 0^ (	 .sin	 sin2B ^	 i
C1	
F
j
	
-	
The total acoustic velocity potential in the far field consists of two
f
parts:
1. The velocity potential of the incident wave: 	 `,A
Qoe-iw co	
-imrt	 ikOR	
l
4,r R ^ e
m Cos m(N-B o)e 2 e	
m(koro Cos s)	 1S)i	 m=0
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2. The velocity potential of the scattered wave;
-iwt
Qoe 	00	 im,r ik R
sc M ------- 2: em cos m (8 A o) e= e p X
4 v R mwo
term in equation ld) within brackets
As a check; when r  "rA (source is located at the origin), the
velocity poteutial of the incident wave reduces to:
.Qoe i1to (R-ct)
in - 477
since;
1 m 'o
Jm (o)
o mho
This is the expression for the velocity potential in the far
field for radiation from a point source of strength, Qo , located at
the origin of the coordinate system.
11
n
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IV. PARA24ETER STUDY
The total sound pressure is evaluated from the acoustic velocity 	 I
R
potential by:
aPT g 
^p o at ^,f
The incident sound pressure is evaluated from equation 15:
	
i
a`pxn	 iWQp	 00	 ik R
	
r	
Pin a -Po -	 -. Po 1: FM cos m(0-0)e	 e ° J (kr cos ^)	 17)
at	 4HR
	
M=O
	
o o
The normalized sound pressure is formed from the magnitude of the
ratio of the total sound pressure to the incident sound pressure.
This normalized sound pressure is a measure of the influence of the
shielding jet on the noise source directionality. A value of
normalized sound pressure less than one indicates noise reduction; and
	
Ert	 a value of normalized sound pressure greater than one indicates
	 r!
amplification.`
In order to differentiate among the mechanisms of shielding, the
normalized sound pressure is evaluated at low frequencies under the
following operating conditions.
a.) V 1 = Jet velocity	 a 1552 feet/sec
b) T 1 = Jet temperature = 1238° R 	 i
i
c) T = Ambient temperature = 530°R
0
s	
l
d) S/D = Spacing parameter = ratio of distance from source to	 1
EEiIcenter of jet and jet diameter	 2.67
a^
1. Identification pf Shielding Zones
The normalized sound pressure is evaluated in the shielded zone	 t
C
	
K	
of the jet, for O=Tr. The contours of norma':ized sound pressure for
> 0 are plotted against the nondimensional frequency parameter,
Y	 12
t
X
0
9koa, where
w
k a	 =	 o a0	 0
and shown in figure 2.
The receiver is directly opposite the jet from the source at $-0°
i
0
t,
At low frequency, the normalized sound pressure approaches 1.0,
indicating that the jet has no effect on the incident sound.
	
As the
receiver moves downstream from 6=0 0, the effect is to shift the
1.
contours toward lower frequency.	 For j3 <20 0 , the contours have a
tl
similar form in which the normalized sound pressure decreases rapidly {
from 1.0 with increasing frequency, until a minimum sound pressure'is
r
reached.	 At higher frequencies, the sound pressure becomes
oscillatory.
As 0>20 , the shift toward lower frequency becomes greater with
w
increasing angle.	 The contours become smoother, and approach a
1+:
minimum sound pressure at high frequency asymptotically. 	 The trend
'rr	 _	 att
4'	 K	
,.#
continues to s= 46.66 0 .	 At this angle, the normalized sound pressure
is a minimum; and is approximately constant over the frequency range
of 0.1<k a<5.0.0
At locations further downstream of a = 46.66° , the trend reverses,
t
with the contours shifting toward higher frequency as the jet, axis is
I
approached. "°	 ►
The locations downstream of the source on the shadow zone side of
the shielding jet can be ordered into zones.
	 These zones are
characterized by the shape of the normalized sound pressure contours {k'..#i	 L*
and identified in terms of the shielding mechanism.
Y
{< k
13
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w1.1
	 Transmission Dominant Zone
Q For the range of .angles, 043<20.15 0 , the effect of the jet is to
scatter the incident sound in the forward direction, that is into the
3
azimuthal half plane,	 7T/2<0< 3 ,u/2.	 The sound incident on the jet is
refracted as it transmits through the jet, and little back scattering
occurs; as is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3 shows the azimuthal variation of normalized sound
t
pressure at	 0=0 plotted for values of frequency corresponding to ka=
0
1.0, and 5.0.	 At koa = 1.0, the wave length of the incident sound is
greater than the diameter of the jet.	 Sound is transmitted through.
the jet as well as diffracted around the jet. 	 The azimuthal
distribution is distorted by this di.ffration.	 As the ratio of wave
d
length to ;jet diameter becomes less than 1, 	 the refraction of sound as
it passes through jet becomes more pronounced.	 At koa = 5.0, the
sound pressure forms into lobes in the forward direction. 	 The
relative uniformity of sound pressure in the backward direction
indicates that no reflection back toward the source occurs.
III. 1.1.1	 Location of Minimum Sound Pressure
The oscillatory nature of the normalized sound pressure at higher
L
frequencies, shown in figure 2, arises from the standing wave pattern i
within the shielding jet.	 The sound wave incident on the cylinder is
r
k:'
refracted.,, not only by the temperature difference between the jet and
.'	 l
-,o
it	 1
the surroundings; but also by the difference in flow speed. 	 A sound
ray incident on the jet at angle 0 is refracted according to the ,?!-
relationship	 [4] .^
ra	 b	 ..
^•	 . ";
sin a	
(1+M)	
sin R	 (18)1	 co/cl
This in Snell's Law refraction index modified by 	 convection
14
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effect due to the mean flow. When an acoustic wave is transmitted
through a heated layer of thickness, D, the sound power transmission
is a minimum at [8];
a 
	 @ k1PL	
(2n2^) 7r
min
The sound power transmission is a maxi,aum at:
a 
	 @ k1PL = nTr
max
where:
c
k m 	 c0 k1 — cl	 l o
PL = path length through the jet. 	 D/cosy 1
The first minimum does not occur until the incident wave is
entrained in the jet, that is, until the incident wavelength is less
than the jet diameter. That is satisfied by the condition k 0 > 7.
Thus, the lowest sound pressure is expected to occur at: 	 r
r
c° koPL — 2 4 koa ti 4 c l cos S 1
	
(19)	 a '.1	 !
The expected and observed (from figure 2) locations of minimum
are:
e
^o°	 100 200
k 0 (eq. (4))	 3.6	 3.1	 1.4
k 0 (figure 2)	 3.6	 2.7	 1.8
j
i
Thus, the simplified relationship of equation (4) estimates the
	 r'
approximate location of the sound pressure minimum in the transmission
dominant zone.	 4
H A1.1.2 Transmission Zone Cut—Off
At the condition:
i
15
ir^
r-,
.,	 R	 p	 _ 1 aJ .1M	 re.
OF POOR QUALIV.
g S
Q
f
w	 4
^y
sin 0	
-
_ 
Cp / c1	 (20)T	 1 + M
the refraction angle, 01 , in equation 3, equals 90°. That is, the
refracted wave is directed downstream parallel to the jet axis and
transmission through the jet is cut-off. This aut-off angle, shown in
previous work by Yeh [4], is also the angle at which the parameter T2
goes to zero in equation (14), for the total sound pressure. At T2 = 0,
the term 
F  in the scattered sound pressure, equation (14), reduces to:
Jm (k0a cos o)
F (cos s) = H (lc S cos R) ,
m	 m o	 H I (koaco s a;
This expression corresponds to the solution for a point source
radiation impinging upon an acoustically hard cylinder [9]. Such a
cylinder is one for which the sum of the incident and outgoing scattered
radial velocities equal zero.
The transmission zone cut-off angle for the jet considered is
calculated to be:
O T 
= 20.150
While sound transmission does not cease entirely, the decreasing
influence of soud transmission through the jet is evidenced in figure 2,
for 3>20°. The rate of decrease in sound pressure is greater for 0<20 0
.
The high frequency oscillation characteristic of the transmitted wave
standing wave pattern decreases.
1.2 Transition Zone
It is seen from figure 2 that the normalized sound pressure de-
creases as s increases beyond S T , until a minimum value is reached at
R = 46.66
0
.
Within this range of angles, the influence of sound transmission
16
is decreasing; while diffraction of sound around the jet is
increasing.
1.3 Diffraction Dominant Zone
As the receiver moves downstream, 0>46.660 and approaches the jet
axis, the normalized sound pressure shifts toward higher frequency.
As the angle increases, the line of sight distance from the source to
the jet becomes greater. From barrier theory arguments, the expected
result of increasing the spacing between the source and the jet is to
decrease the attenuation of the lower frequency sounds. This trend is
shown in figure 2. Thus, the jet behaves as a barrier in this region
and diffraction dominates.
1.3.1 Diffraction Zone Cut-off
At the condition:	
co/c1
sin $ D	 M	 (21)
the parameter T 1 goes to zero in equation (14), and the term, F m, for
the scattered wave reduces to:
Jm(koa cos a)
Fm (cos a) = Hm (k0S cos a) 
xm(k0a cos a)
This corresponds to the condition of a point source impinging on
an acoustically soft cylinder [9], for which the boundary condition at
E
the surface is that the excess pressure equals zero.
It is seen from equation (21) that a  can exist only for V 1/c o >_ l
The diffraction zone cut-off angle for the . jet considered is
calculated from equation (21) to be:
O D = 46.660
The sound pressure at 
0  
is relatively invariant over the
frequency range shown in figure 2.
2. Effect of Jet Operation Parameters
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2.1 Mach Number
2.1.1 Transmission Dominant Zone
Figure 4 shows the normalized sound pressure distribution plotted
against non—dimensional frequent; parameter, k a, for a receiver in
0
the transmission dominant zone:
0  <a <0T
The curves on figure 4 represent a range of Dlach Numbers, from
0.76 to 1.12. Generally, increasing the Mach Number shifts the curve
toward lower frequency. As the Duch Number increases, the
transmission zone cut-off angle, 0 T , is increased. Thus, a receiver
at a fixed location is effectively moved closer to the cut —off angle;
and, in so doing, sees less of the transmitted noise. The curves in
figure 4 are found to collapse to one curve when plotted against:
koa(aT _ a)—.17
where:
8 = observer angle (radians)
—1 co/c1
a T 
=sin	 (1 + DS)
= F of-1)
2.1.2 Diffraction Dominant Zone
Figure 5 shows the normalized sound pressure as a function of
frequency for a receiver in the diffraction dominant zone,
SD <a<90o
Figure 5 shows that the effect of increasing the Mach Number is
to shift the curve toward higher frequencies. The curves approach a
high frequency assymptotic curve which is independent of Duch Number.
The curves in figure 5 are found to collapse to one curve when plotted
18
4TH.
against:
74%'
koa(S*	
D)-1:.96
where:
-1	 c	 c
o	 I^ D = Sin(
- F(M"'1)
2.2	 Spacing Ratio {
The spacing between the source and the shielding jet is expected
to affect the sound pre:ssurr in the shadow zone.
	 This effect is
investigated in this section.	 y
2.2.1
	
Transmission Dominant Zone
At R= 0, the expression for the total sound pressure reduces to
the expression derived for the . 2-.dimensional case of cylindrical wave
incident on the jet { 101.	 It was shown that the effect of d.ccreasing
r
the separation between the source and the jet is to shift the
normalized sound pressure curves toward lower frequencies, as shown in
figure 6.
	
It was further found that the curves in f igurE 6 collapse
to one curve when the normalized pressure is plotted against the
modified frequency parameter:
(k0a)
	
( 
D 
_^-.2 r
Thus, the effect of increasing the spacing ratio is to shift the
sound pressure curve toward higher frequency at a rate proportional to i
w 0 h
the spacing ratio to the 1/5th newer.
2.2.2	 Diffraction Dominant Zone t'^°.
Figure 7 is a plot of the normalized sound pressure at values of
0.667 < S /D < 5.333 evaluated at G = a D .	 The various curves are all
relatively constant over the frequency range shown.
The effect of increasing S/D is to shift the curves toward higher
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valued of sound pressure.	 This is consistent with barrier theory
where the attenuation in the shadow zone of the barrier decreases as
the source moves away from the barrier. 	 From barrier theory
considerations, it is expected that the noise reduction in the shadow
zone is a function of the included angle subtended by rays projected
from the source to the top and bottom edges of the barrier.	 It is
found, based on the data shown in figure 7, that the normalized sound
pressure level, ASPL, is proportional to the shadow forming angle,
where: {
2
3SPL = 10 log-20 19 s - 2.76
	 (dB)	 (22)'
1 _pTid
: u
where:
os 	sin 	 (rad)
2.3	 Temperature'
The diffraction zone cut-off is related to the jet temperature in
that the speed of sound in the jet is proportional to (T i ) )^e	 Thus, as
the jet temperature is decreased, the cut-off angle increases. 	 The.a
expected result of increasing the jet temperature is to shift the x
curve toward higher frequency. 	 This result is shown in figure 8. 	 The
plots in figure 8 also show that the curves coalesce to a high
I
'lE	 t
frequency assymptote which is temperature independent. 	 The assymptote !'
is, however, dependent on the spacing ratio. }
Figure 9 shows the two curves normalized against the parameter: c'.
koa(R -	 SA)-1.96 t	 -a
where:
R
-1	 co/cl
= sin	 )S D (	 M
F1
= F (Tl z)
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The solid lined the figure is the curveshowing the expected
values for S/D ® 2.667,
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V. MODIFIED JET SOURCE MODEL
The model as developed in the previous section shows the change
in somd pressure at a far field receiver due to a jet of heated flow.
In order to estimate the sound level at the receiver, it is necessary
to model the noise emission of the actual jet. The modification of
the source term in equation 15 is intended to represent the
directional nature of the jet noise radiation pattern. The source
strength, Qo, is redefined with a directivity imposed. The modified
source term incorporates not only the spatial variation of the jet
noise, but also the frequency spectrum.
1. Description of the Jet Noise Model
The source term in the wave equation has the form:
4o -xwte 	 d(r-.ro)d(Q)d(f)
For a point noise source, the source strength, Q o, is constant.
The jet noise model is developed by a formulation for the source
strength in which the directivity is .i,mposed. Figure 10 shows a
typical plot of polar directivity of the j et noise from measurements
t:
by Yu and Dosanjh ( 11). In the figure, the sound pressure at the
polar coordinate is normalized by the sound pressure at the peak.
As shown in figure 10, the far field sound pressure level
C'?
contours are characterized by a peals, located between 25 o and 30 o from
the jet axis, and diminishing values on either side of the peak.
Physically, this states that , due to the convection effect, the sound
waves are crowded in the downstream direction and more widely spaced
in the upstream direction. This enhances the intensity in directions
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making an acute angle with the flow. At the same time, sound rays are
refracted by the mean flow, wakening the sound along the core of the
jet. Thus, the sound pressure near the jet axis is dominated by this
refractive bending of the sound waves.
The general form of the noise source model selected for the
present study is suggested by Ribner's analysis (12). The far field
mean square sound pressure is iu3de up of a basic directivity function,
which defines the spectral shape, aad a convection factor. The
convection factor is the Lightnill convection factor modified to show
the amplification downstream due to the source convection. The source
amplitude, Q, based on Ribner's model is;
3-
Q	
U7 
2	 DZ(CS:0) a C-5/2
	 (23)
c
0
where:
2	 = amplitude based on Lighthi ll's Ui8 velocity dependence
co
Dl = the basic directivity function
CS = modified Strouhal number = CfD/UJ
C	 = the basic convection factor
1
[(1-rfc
 si.n'10) 2 + a 2 'MC2]
K - effecti.ve average source convection speed/co
= 1.5UJ/eo
a	 = non-dimensional parameter
1.1 Basic Directivity Model
Ribuer suggests that the basic directivity function is composed
of two spectral components. One component is a function of self-rioise
due to turbulence alone; while the other is a shear noise term arising
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;From a cross coupling of the turbulence with the mean flow shear. The
basic form of the directivity function has been modified by Kim [131
in order to improve the fit to experimental data, where:
2	 r
DI (3 n, CS) - [A(CS) (
l 3eos R n) + B (CS) (8cos 30 sin6S n) 
	 (94)
4
where,
A = spectral amplitude due to self-noise
B - spectral amplitude due to shear noise.
1.2 Spectral Amplitude Functions
The choice of A and B for the best fit with the experimental data
has been studied by Nosseir and Ribner (14). It is observed that the
values of A and B fall on two reasonably smooth curves: the
self-noise spectral peak lies roughly an octave above the shear noise
spectral peak. This is based on the argument that the spectral
component, a 21w, in shear noise appears as a 
iwC 
in the self noise due
to squaring of the turbulent velocity component.
Thus,
B(CS) = 2A(2CS)
Thus the two amplitude functions have the same shape. The shear
noise spectrum is shifted by an octave and its amplitude is twice that
of the self noise. Ribner ( 12) assumes that a semi-empirical spectral
shape function with the correct assymptotic behavior has the forms
V2
( +V2) 2
where:
v = 2ir CS
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The specific form of the spectral amplitude functions was
obtained by comparison to experimental data of Tanna and Dean (15),
shown in Figures 11 and 12, for an i iothermal jet (T j .. T0).
Variations of 1/3 octave spectral shapes at 30 0
 and 90 0 from the jet
axis where the Mach number is varied from 0.5 to 1.95, is
investigat4d. Tanna and Dean observe that at a ..
 00, the spectral t
shape has a broad peak. In contrast, at R . 60 0, the spectrum shifts
toward lower frequency and the peak becomes more marked.
Kim [151 has found the best fit to experimental data to be made
using the amplitude functions;
A(v) -	 (v/4)2	 2	 (25a)
[ 1 + ( v/4) 1 l
D(v) -
	
2(v/2)2
2	
(tab)iz
11 + N/2) 1	 ^.
The estimated spectral shapes are shown by the solid lines on
figures 11 and 12. In figure 10 at 6	 0 , the model estimates the	
n
trend of the curves to decrease in intensity as flow speed decreases.
The agreement between the model and experiment is good at frequencies
less than the peak for all flow speeds. The model estimates a greater:
roll off of sound intensity at high frequency than is measured. At
¢	 60°, the polar location at which the overall jet noise is most
r
intense, the estimate shows good agreement with experiment for
U j /c <1. For U a/c a 1, the model is more sensitive to changes in flow
speed than experiment indicates. While the estimated spectra are
narrower than those estimated at (3 	 0°, they are broader than the
	 '«
measured spectra. Finally, the shift toward higher frequency of the
peak noise with increasing flow speed is greater in the model than is
measured. The estimate peak occurs at a frequency between 1 1,2 and 2
25
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decades higher than is found experimentally at the higher flow speeds.
Since the peak of the overall jet noise pattern is located at a
polar location of approximately 30 0
 from the jet axis, the estimated
shielding is expected to be most sensitive to the source noise
spectrum at
	 60°, from figure 12, the spectral amplitude function
is expected to be most reliable for subsonic je t flows for the
isothermal jet.
The formulation of the jet noise source strength, Q, incorporates
the directivity pattern, convection effect, velocity dependence and,
spectral shape function. This semi-emperical term is summarized
below:	 U 3 D	 (v/4)2	 (1+3cos213 n ) 	 16('/2) 2 	 	 6
co	 [1+(v/4) ] 
	
2	 2 
2	
-+
4	 [1+(U/2) ]
^ (cos g nsi.n ^ n)
`
Y 0`5/2
The far field noise radiation estimated using the source term
above is compared to experimental data of Yu and Dosanjh [11]. The
jet operating conditions are:
M. = 1.5
J
Tj	 365.80R
To = 530.4°R
Figures 13, 14 and 15 show the polar directivity of the jet
noise. In the figure, the sound pressure is normalized by the sound
pressure at the peak location. The data in figure 13 are measured at
a Strouhal number, St = 0.12, where:
St = f 
J
in which:
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f	 - frequency
D	 - jet diameter
U  a jet exit velocity
Figure 14 is measured at St = 0.25 and figare 15 is for St = 0.5.
The figures generally show good agreement with the measured jet
noise pattern. The model estimates the location of the peals and the
rapid decrease in sound pressure level on either side of the peak.
The rate of sound reduction on either side of the peak follows the
measured data.
The model for the source strength representative of a jet has
been developed. The model consists of a convection factor, which
shows the downstream amplification due to source convection; a basic
directivity function which defines the spectral shape; and an
amplitude based on Lighthill's li
J 
8 velocity dependence. The model
estimates the polar directivity of a cold, supersonic jet for a range
of frequencies corresponding to Strouhal numbers from 0.12 to 0.5.
The model estimates the form of the spectral amplitude and the
relative amplitude dependence on velocity of an isothermal jet at
subsonic flow. The model for the spectral amplitude is found to
deviate from measured data at supersonic flows for the isothermal jet,
at a location near the jet noise peak. This is not felt to be due to
an error in the form of the spectral function; but rather to the
choice of parameters. It is felt that the relationship, v/4, in the
basic amplitude function makes the function over-sensitive to changes
in flow speed. A relationship closer to v/2. as suggested by Ribner,
makes the _function less sensitive to flow speed change; which is the
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trend of the experimental data.
The form of the source strength is preferred because of its
adaptability to the shielding model originally developed. No change
in the basic formation of the model is necessitated. The estimated
sound pressure at the receiver is still based on a point noise source.
However, with the modified source model, the source strength is a
a
function, not only of the characteristics of the jet, but also of the
receiver location.	 i
2. Comparison to heated Jet Spectra
Figure 16 and 17 are spectral distributions downstream of a
heated jet. Figure 16 is in the near downstream region, R = 30°; and
figure 12 is in the far downstream region, R	 600 . It is assumed
that the pattern the same at any radial location around the jet axis.
The spectral shapes are compared to data measured by Kantola [16] for	 `?
the following jet operating parameters:
f
To	= ambient temperature = 530°R
J	
= jet. temperature = 12380R
U.	 = jet exit velocity	 1552 ft/sec	 i
^,	 d
The measured data follow the same trends as were noted for the
	 f
isothermal jet. In the near downstream region, figure 16, the
"^ 
pp
	 spectrum is relatively broad. The spectrum peaks becomes more defined
f urthex downstream, figure 17, and the peak shifts toward lower
frequency. The peak overall sound level. is expected to be greatest at
	 yj
h	 approximately 300 from the jet axis. This is reflected in the fact
x	 that the maximum sound level at S = 60 0
 (Figure 17) is 8 dB greater
i'	 than that measured at S = 30
0
 (figure 16).
d	 28	 t^
Wti
The model estimates a broader spectrum than is measured in the
near downstream, figure 16. The spectral peak is also estimated to
occur at a frequency higher than is found experimentally.
The model shows better agreement near the location of the peak
sound energy, figure 17. The measured and estimated peaks occur at
approximately the same frequency, and the spectral shapes are similar.
While the model overestimates the maximum sound level for both the
7
near and far downstream locations by approximately 1k dB, the
relative difference in magnitude between the two locations is shown. 	
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VI. MODIFIED SHIELDING .JET MODEL
Measurements of the sound pressure level from a source near a jet
have been made by Yu and Fratello at NASA—Langley Research Center
[17]. Comparison of the measured shielding to the shielding estimated
by the model i6 made in order to test the analytical model. The
shielding jet is an isothermal Mach number 0.53 air jet. In the
experiments, the noise source is located at a lateral spacing of 2.5
jet diameters from the centerline of the jet and 4 jet diameters
downstream from the jet nozzle. The receiver is in the acoustic far
field at R 100 jet diameters.
For the purposes of comparison the normalized sound pressure
level at a receiver in the acoustic far field is expressed as a
directivity function, ASPL,
P	 2
ASPL = 10 log 10 I P T	 dB
in
A value of ASPL < 0 indicates sound reduction. ASPL > 0
indicates amplification.
Figures 18 and 19 show the modification of the directivity
function by the shielding jet in azimuthal planes downstream of the
source. The curves in figure 18 are for the normalized frequency
parameter, k a = 0.56, and in figure 19, k a = 1.6.
0	 0
The model agrees quite well with the experimental data within the
transmission zone directly below the source. However, as the receive:
moves downstream from the source into the diffraction dominated zone,
the model begins to diverge from the experimental data, showing less
shielding than experimentally indicated. The model estimates more
30
VC
diffraction of sound around the jet than is found experimentally.
Thus, the experimental jet is a more effective noise barrier far
downstream of the j et: nozzle as it mixes with the quiescent air
surrounding the jet. It is expected that modification of the
shielding jet model to include this increased barrier effect will
resolve, in large part, the differences in the far downstream region.
r(
1. Development of the Model
r
The shielding jet model development consists of two parts:
spreading parameter and velocity approximation. In the shielding
analysis, at any downstream 'Location, the jet is model4d as an
infinite cylinder, as was done in the original derivation. However,
the diameter of the cylinder is matched to that of the real diverging
jet at the station where the line of sight from the source to the
receiver cuts the middle of the mixing region of the real jet.
Associated with the jet widening is a decay of the centerline velocity
and a distrotion of the flow profile across the jet cross - section. A
slug flow velocity is obtained by matching the volumetric flow rate
through the jet cross -section to the equivalent uniform velocity
through the cross-section at that station.
The free turbulent jet most often encountered is one with a
uniform velocity profile in the initial cross-section of the jet,
spreading into a medium at rest. Such a jet is shown in figure 20.
The boundaries of the jet form diverging surfaces which intersect at
the edge of the nozzle. These boundaries are composed of a complex
turbulent mixing layer that is multifunctionally jet dependent, making
the boundaries of the jet difficult to predict. Various independent,
empircal formulations describing the jet have been correlated in an
C,
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attempt to arrive at a simple functionally dependent representation of
the jet flow.
The initial region of the jet is termed the potential core and
extends approximately 5 diameters downstream. Due to the fundamental
property of constant static pressure throughout the jet in this
region, the potential core has the unique characteristic of constant
velocity equal to the velocity at the jet exit [18]. Downstream of
the jet exit, the boundaries thicken due to entrainment of particles
from the surrounding medium, and the slowing of the particles within
the jet flow. This leads to an increase in the cross —section of the
jet, and a gradual deterioration of the nonviscous core of potential
flow.
The zone immediately following the potential core is the
transition region extending to 8 diameters downstream. In this
region, the axial velocity begins to decay as the transverse velocity
profile assumes a flatter, wider more nearly Gaussian shape. The
transition region extends to the fully developed region, at which
point the velocity profiles become similar in shape.
1.1 Spreading Parameter
Several different values have been experimentally determined for
the spread rate of an isothermal jet. An often cited spread rate is
a constant value agreed upon by Spencer and Jones (19), Liepman and
Laufer (20), and Brown and Roshko (21) of approximately .165. This
corresponds to an included angle for the jet spread of 18 degrees.
This general linear spread rate of the mixing layer can be
modified as a function of blach number. The Mach number dependent jet
1
j
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radius relationship suggested by Lau, Morris, and Fisher (22):
U
r 
	
€^	 + d'	 (X-xo)
	 (27)
where:
61	 =	 0.1650,045 Mil
M1 	=	 Mach number
a	 =	 Radius of jet nozzle
x o
	=	 virtual origin, chosen to be zero in this analysis
This relationship shows that increasing Mach number decreases the
jet spread.	 From a shielding standpoint, increasing Mach number
M decreases the effective barrier dimension.
e 1.2	 Velocity Representation
Representation of the velocity in the jet involves two major
areas:	 the centerline velocity decay and the velocity profile across
the jet cross-section.	 From this latter profile the slug flow
velocity equivalent is approximated.
1.2.1	 Centerline Velocity Approximation
The centerline velocity is estimated respectively for the
different regions of the jet, so that a more realistic description of
the actual shielding jet is obtained.	 Within the potential core of
.`` the jet, the velocity remains constant and equal to the jet exit
velocity.	 This property is employed in the initial region of the jet
to represent the centerline velocity as a constant value:
U m (x) = Uj	 (o<x<x
	 (28a)c )
Beyond the potential core, the axial centerline velocity
gradually begins to decay.	 Initially, two alternate correlations were
considered to represent the centerline velocity for the transition
r
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Cregion and the fully developed region. Although these relations
simulated the actual jet very well within the specified regions, they
did not allow for a continuous transition from the transition region
CF
to the fully developed region. Hence, an empirical relation by
Goerther [23] for the axially decaying centerline velocity is
C
	 subsequently chosen for the entire downstream region beyond the
potential core:
U (^) y Uj 3 22 \ p /
	
(x>xc)
	
(28b)
C:
where:
w
cr = 15.2
When the centerline velocity is evaluated from this equation at
the end of the potential core, x = x c , U n (x) is found to be equal to
.964 U V This allows for a reasonably smooth transition from the
initial region of the jet where U m(x) is constant, to the transition
region of the jet where U m(x) begins to axially decay. In addition,
there is no sudden discontinuity in the centerline velocity between
the transition region and the fully developed region.
1.2.2 Velocity Profiles
Different velocity profiles are applied to the different regions
of the jet and compared to the experimental trends. The final profile
chosen for each specific region is that profile which allows for a
continual transition of Uslug from region to region.
For the initial region of the jet, x<x c , two different velocity
profiles are used. The velocity profile for the region outside of the
potential core, is an exponential relation by Schubert [24]:
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U(r,x) . Um(x) * exp 1-52.65 [(r/D - .5) D/x + .094611 	 (29a)
for:
r,<r<r b s
The velocity profile within the potential core is uniform and is
equal to the velocity at the jet exit:
U(r,x) = U (?.9b) '
for
' r<rx
The velocity profile employed within the transition region of the
jet represents the experimental trends [241: w	 ;
y
U(x) = Um(x) *exp I-2.304 [r/D/ (.5 + .1145 x/D] 21 	 (29c)
} finally, the velocity profile suggested by Goerther [25] for the
4	 ff
fully developed region is:
U(x) = Um (x) *	 I[1.0 + .25 ( r/ x ) 2	 ] 2	
-1	 (29d)
where:
K a	 = 15.2 ¢
^^ r
1.2.3	 Slug flow Approximation
The total volumetric flowrate is evaluated by integrating the
X
a	 ^
velocity over the jet cross-section.	 A slug flow velocity
approximation is then determined by dividing the volumetric flowrate "	 I
t.
by the cross-sectional area of the jet: j
r
U	 (x) = 27r	 U(r,x) rdr/A(x)
	 (30)
i". Slug
Figure 21 shows both the centerline velocity and the slug flow i.
approximation velocity downstream of jet exit.
	 The centerline
velocity shows a discontinuity at the interface between theY	 Y	 potential
^•
core and the transition region. 	 The slug flow approximation, based on h
the flow rate is smoother throughout the entire downstream flow
€'` 35
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region.
2.	 Comparison to Experiment
The model with the modified shielding jet is compared to the
isothemal air jet shown in a previous section of the paper in order to
assess the improvement of the shielding estimatm. 	 in addition,
comparison is made to experimental results for a higher Mach Number
Y
^k
isothermal air jet, and a simulated hot jet using helium as the flow
medium.	 These latter experimental data *were provided by Dr. J. C. Yu
of NASA Langley Research Center [26].
2.1.	 Isothermal Jet, M = 0.531
The estimated and experimental azimuthal directivities for the
Mach number 0.531 air jet are shown in figure 22 and 23, 	 It is seen
R that inclusion of the modified shielding jet Model has little effect
k
on the estimated attenuation in the near downstream region. 	 This is
to be expected because transmission is the dominant shielding
mechanism in the near downstream. 	 The effect of jet widening is seen
in the far downstream, where diffraction dominates. 	 The model
generally shows improved agreement with experiment, particularlyg	 Y	 P	 g	 P	 , P	 Y on
4.
the shadow side of the shielding jet (0 = 180 ). 	 The model
overestimates the shielding at locations approaching the jet axis and
at higher frequency (figure 23). 	 This error is approximately 7 dB on
the shadow side of the jet.	 The model generally underestimates the
scattering of incident sound toward the bright side of the jet (0 = 00
This error is on the order of 2 dB.	 Despite these errors, the mode.
with modified shielding jet in general more closely approximates the
measured shielding.
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2.2 Isothermal Jet, M - 0.886
Increasing flow speed decreases the jet spread rate. This
reduces the barrier dimension downstream. However, the increased flow
speed increases the effectiveness of the barrier. The former effect
decreases shielding and the latter increases it. Thus, it is
difficult to predict the expected result of increasing flow speed on
shielding. Figures 24, 25 and 26 show the azimuthal directivity for
t
the isothermal air jet at Mach number 0.866. At lower frequency,
figure 24, increasing flow speed generally increases shielding on the
shadow side of the jet. This trend is also shown by the model. The
effect decreases as frequency increases. At k oa = 1.6, the measured
shielding i& nearly the same as for the M = 0.531 jet (figure 23).
The model shows a more consistent trend of increasing shielding for
increasing flow speed for all frequencies. From figures 24, 25 and 26
it is seen that the model shows trends similar to experiments with the
curves shifti28 toward the bright side of the jet as the receiver
moves downstream; and with the attenuation increasing with increasing
frequency. With the exception of $ = 60 0
 at k oa = 1.6 (figure 26) the
model is within 5 dB of the measured data.
2.3 Simulated Hot Jet
The purpose of the project is to estimate hot jet shielding for
aircraft noise propagation. For this reason, the model is ,compared to
a simulated hot jet using helium as the flow medium. For the helium
jet, p i /p o =	 and c l /c o = 3.0. This corresponds to a jet of heated .
air of temperature between 2050 0 K and 265&K. While this may be
considered an extreme case, it is intended to demonstrate the
sensitivity of the jet shielding model to temperature variations in
C	 37
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the jet.
The contours plotted show the polar directivity on the shadow
side of the shielding jet (0- 180 0). The SPL is evaluated for a
ranges of angles -30 0 < 0 <, 90 0. Thus the shielding is evaluated at both
upstream and downstream receiver locations.
d
The polar directivity is evaluated for the simulated hot jet for
U 1/c, = 0.177 and shown in figure 27. Both the model and experiment
indicate shielding upstream of the jet exit, ,3<O 0. The agreement
between model and experiment is favorable at upstream locations. The
model shows relatively uniform shielding for downstream locations
until $- 16.5 0 , when the shielding increases rapidly. This angle
a
k	 corresponds to the transmission zone cut-off angle, eqn. 15. At low
frequency, the drop off in Sound Pressure bevel is rapid but reaches
an inflection point at 0 = 30 0 , and begins to rise at further
downstream locations. This indicates that the sound is diffraescing
aro-and the jet. The normalized Sound Pressure Level would approach anq
assymptotic value far downstream, except that continued jet widening
k
o-
blocks this diffraction. The experimental data show the same trend
with the rate of decrease of Sound Level increasing at locations
V	
downstream of approximately 16.5 0 . The inflection occurs at the same
location as the model., but the trough is not as deep, and the
attenuation is not as much in the far downstream.
At higher frequency k oa = 1.6, the roll-off beyond the
i.. transmission zone cut-off angle is more gradual and shows a smoother
trend indicating that diffraction around the jet is a less dominant
factor. This is to be expected from barrier theory, where diffraction
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around the barrier is felt more. strongly at lowet frequencies. 	 The
agreement between experiment and the model is quite good for
it
downstream angles up to 3 - 45 o .	 As with the lower frequency case,
the model overestimates the shielding deep in the downstream region.
If was observed (261 during the jet shielding experiment that at
angles closer to the jet axis than 45 0 the measured Sound Pressure
t Level exhibited wide fluctuations.	 This is due to the strong
'
turbulence at the interface between the jet and the quiescent air due
to mixing of the two media. 	 In addition to causing scatter in the
measured data, the turbulence is-expected to reduce the effective
width of the jet and thus its efficiency as a noise barrier.	 It may
thus be expected that a jet in which the temperature difference is not
as great may exhibit shielding behavior more similar to that
estimated.
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tVII,	 ESTIMATE OF TWIN-JET SHIELDING
The model is compared to measured jet-by-jet shielding [161. 	 The
experimental data were collected by Kantola for twin round jets with
y
the following operating conditions:
Vl 	=	 1552 ft/sec
T l 	=	 1238°R
T o
	
=
	 530 OR
z S/D	 =	 2.667
.i The	 ASPL is evaluated by comparing the Sound Pressure Level at
6 - 180°, to the Sound Pressure Level from a single source plans 3 dB.
This latter sound level is equivalent to the noise emission from two
equal sources with no interaction.
v{
In the case of shielding of a point noise source which was
? considered in previous sections, the noise emitted by the shielding
jet was not of"rected by the source.	 In twin jet configuration,	 the
source is a jet which reflects sound energy emitted by the shielding
jet.	 This interaction between the source and shielding jets is shown
in figure 28.
	
The total sound pressure at the far field receiver#a
includes the ray from the shielding jet, P l , and the 
-ay from the
source jet, P 2 , which is scattered by the shielding jet. 	 In addition,
a ray emitted from the shielding jet is reflected by the source jet
4u
and thus reflected ray is then scattered as it passes by the ,shielding
jet, P..	 Other rays arrive at the receiver after multiple reflections,
between the Lvo jets.	 As a first approximation, only this first
reflected ray will be considered in the simulation of the jet-by-jet
shielding.	 The strength of the virtual source which emits ray P 3 is
i
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evaluated by calculating the energy of the ray emitted into free space
after reflection from the jet. That is, the strength is the magnitude
of the total sound pressure from a point noise source impinging on a
single jet, where the receiver is in the bright zone of the jet.
The measured and estimated values are shown in figure 29, where
the jet-by-jet shielding is evaluated at 30 0 from the jet axis 0 =600)
and 60 0 from the jet axis ($ = 30 0). The jet widening algorithm is
included in the estimated 4SPL. In the near downstream region,
S	 30 0 , the model estimates that the shielding jet has little
influence at low frequency. Thus, the sound from the source jet and
the sound from the shielding jet which is reflected by the source jet
are both of approximately equal magnitude and the combined rays do not
"see" the shielding jet because the wave-length is much greater than
the jet diameter at a normalized frequency of approximately 0.3, the
sound level drops off sharply. This behavior is characteristic of the
normalized sound pressure in the transmission dominant zone. The
measured 4SPL does not show the sharp break at k 
0 
a = 0.3. The curve
is genr<rally smoother in frequency.
The observed differences in trend suggest that higher order
reflections of sound rays between the two jets may be more
significant, particularly at higher frequencies, corresponding to
k a > 0.6.
0
When the receiver is closer to the jet axis, S = 60 0 , the
decrease in normalized sound level is more gradual in frequency, as is
expected for ' 1, e diffraction dominant zone. The high frequency
oscillation shown is more characteristic of the transmission
phenomenon. This oscillation is not felt to be due to an instalibity
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in the model. The analytical model shows better agreement with the
experiment in tt,e far downstream regions, falling generally withing ±2
dB of the measured values for frequencieo corresponding the k a< 2.0.
O
At frequencies above k oa = 2.0, the peaks of the oscillating sound
c.	 pressure level agree with measured values. If the valleys were mashed
is
{	 by other noise sources during the data collection, the absence of
4,	 r
these oscillations in the higher frequencies is explained.
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